All submissions will be considered. If the committee selects your entry, you will be contacted. Please submit the following information to GalleryQ@gayalliance.org:

- **Contact Information**
- **Type of Exhibition**
- **Biography and Artist Statement**
- **Images of Work**
- **Additional Information**

**Contact Information:**

Name: __________________________________________________________

E-mail: __________________________________________________________

Phone Number: __________________________________________________

Website URL (if applicable): _________________________________________

**Type of Exhibition:**

There are a few different types of exhibitions the gallery organizes. Note that the type of show may restrict the number of pieces you may put in. Mark the ones that you would be willing to participate in:

- [ ] Individual Exhibition
- [ ] Collaborated Exhibition (Having your work shown alongside another artist’s work)
- [ ] Group Exhibition (having your work shown with multiple artists)

**Bio and Artist Statement:**

Please provide a short biography and an artist statement discussing the body of work you are proposing to exhibit. Include information such as what type of work you produce, the concept or theme of the body of work you are proposing to exhibit, your relationship to the work and any other information you feel the gallery should know about you as an artist and the proposed body of work. This helps us get a better sense of your work and is a chance to hear your voice as an artist. Please try and limit yourself to 3-5 paragraphs.

**Images of Artwork:**

Send 5 images of the proposed body of work. The image files should be 100ppi, JPEG, sized to 1000px on their longest dimension. You may be asked to send higher resolution images (300ppi) for your exhibition if selected so the gallery may use it in advertising your show. Each image should be labeled with your name and a clear identifier corresponding to an image list that includes the title, date, medium, and dimensions of each work.